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tABSTRACT
Approximations for frequency-dependent and complex-val-
ued effective stiffness tensors of cracked porous media saturated
with a single fluid are developed on the basis of an inclusion-
based model the T-matrix approach to rock physics and a uni-
fied treatment of the global-flow and squirt-flow mechanisms.
Essentially, this study corrects an inconsistency or error related
to fluid-mass conservation in an existing expression for the t-ma-
trix wave-induced deformation of a communicating cavity, a
cavity that is isolated with respect to stress propagation through
the solid matrix but that can exchange fluid mass with other cav-
ities because of global and/or local pressure gradients associated
with passage of a long viscoelastic wave. An earlier demonstra-
tion of Gassmann consistency remains valid because the new
theory of global flow and squirt flow which also takes into ac-
count solid mechanical effects of stress interaction by us-d
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WA65ng products of communicating t-matrices associated with two-
oint correlation functions of ellipsoidal symmetry only differs
rom an earlier version by a correction term that goes to zero in
he low-frequency limit. If the unified model is applied to the spe-
ial case of a model involving a single set of spheroidal cavities
having the same aspect ratio and orientation, the results become
dentical with those obtained using a special theory of global flow
hat predicts that at zero frequency the cavities will behave as
hough they are isolated with respect to wave-induced fluid flow
in accordance with Gassmann’s formulas and that at high fre-
uencies, they will behave as though they are dry. Our theory pre-
icts that there will be a continuous transition from a global-
ow-dominated system characterized by a negative velocity
ispersion to a squirt-flow-dominated system characterized by
positive velocity dispersion if one begins with a single set of
avities and then introduces a distribution of shapes and/or orien-
ations that gradually becomes wider more realistic.INTRODUCTION
verall properties of cracked porous media
When an acoustic wave propagates in a cracked porous medium,
he wavelength often is much larger than the microstructure’s scale
ize, so that the wave can “see” only an averaged or homogenized
tructure and not the individual pores and cracks. Therefore, for
coustic or seismic modeling, the cracked porous medium can be re-
laced by a long-wavelength, equivalent homogeneous medium that
an be both anisotropic and viscoelastic because of microstructural
lignments and wave-induced fluid flow, respectively.
In models of real media that are both anisotropic and viscoelastic,
he stress tensor is given by a convolution of the time-dependent
ffective stiffness tensor with the strain tensor Carcione, 2007.
aking the Fourier transform of this convolution integral, we obtain
he usual stress-strain relation Hooke’s law, but with a frequency-
Manuscript received by the Editor 31 March 2008; revised manuscript rece
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nd complex-valued effective stiffness tensors of cracked porous
edia that are completely saturated with a single fluid are devel-
ped on the basis of an inclusion-based model the T-matrix ap-
roach of Jakobsen et al. 2003a and a unified treatment of the glo-
al-flow and squirt-flow mechanisms that allows for microstructural
lignments.
Essentially, our paper corrects an inconsistency or error related to
he coupling between the global- and squirt-flow processes because
f fluid-mass conservation in the inclusion-based model for wave-
nduced fluid flow developed by Jakobsen et al. 2003b. The exis-
ence of an error in the theory of Jakobsen et al. 2003b is serious be-
ause the theory of Jakobsen et al. 2003b contains the frequently
ited theory of nonidentical communicating cracks nonintersecting
ut interconnected through seismically transparent channels and
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WA66 Jakobsen and Chapmanharacterized by different orientations and/or shapes and aspect ra-
ios developed by Hudson et al. 1996, Pointer et al. 2000, and
od 2001 as a special case. See Jakobsen and Hudson 2003 for a
eneralization and comparison of the T-matrix approach of Jakobsen
t al. 2003a to Hudson’s crack model. Before we become more
echnical, we will first discuss the phenomenon of wave-induced flu-
d flow at different scales more generally.
ualitative description of global flow and squirt flow
Global flow is caused by pressure gradients at the scale of the
coustic wavelength and in the direction of wave propagation,
hereas squirt flow is caused by pressure gradients at the scale of the
icrostructure and in directions that potentially are different from
hat of wave propagation. As Figure 1 illustrates, squirt flow occurs
ithin a representative volume element RVE that contains many
ores and cracks, and the RVE appears as a point at the macroscale,
n accordance with the continuum hypothesis. If the RVE contains a
ingle set of cavities characterized by the same shape and orienta-
ion, then all the different cavities will have the same wave-induced
hange in pore-fluid pressure, so that only global flow will occur.
hen the introduction of small perturbations in the microstructure
enerates local pressure gradients, squirt flow in the direction of the
ocal pressure gradients e.g., from cracks to pores and/or between
racks of different orientations will occur within the RVE, in addi-
ion to the global flow in and out of the RVE and in the direction of
ave propagation. Global- and squirt-flow processes are associated
ith different characteristic times but are coupled to each other
hrough fluid-mass conservation, suggesting a need to correct for the
ffects of global flow in and out of the RVE before trying to model
he change in fluid mass within a particular set of cavities pores or
racks inside the RVE.
Mathematical models of global flow and/or squirt
ow
Historically, many have attempted to develop special theories of
lobal flow Biot, 1956, 1962; Hudson et al., 1996, special theories
f squirt flow Mavko and Nur, 1975; O’Connell and Budiansky,
977; Mavko and Jizba, 1991; Mukerji and Mavko, 1994; Dvorkin
:
k
igure 1. The phenomenon of wave-induced fluid flow illustrated for
time-harmonic plane wave propagating in a cracked porous medi-
m. Arrows in the direction of wave propagation and in other direc-
ions denote global flow and squirt flow, respectively. The squirt
ow will disappear if all cavities pores and cracks within the RVE
re identical, i.e., have the same shape and orientation. Also, the
ressure inside each cavity within each set of cavities must be
qual to ensure statistical homogeneity needed for using effective-
edium theory.t al., 1995; Chapman, 2003, and unified theories of global flow and
quirt flow Dvorkin and Nur, 1993; Hudson et al., 1996; Chapman
t al., 2002; Jakobsen et al., 2003b; Jakobsen and Hudson, 2003; Ja-
obsen, 2004. Existing theories of global and/or squirt flow can be
ivided into two categories. One category is phenomenological the-
ries in which the model parameters are empirical and are not related
irectly to the details of the microstructure Biot, 1956, 1962; Dvor-
in and Nur, 1993; Mavko and Jizba, 1991; Mukerji and Mavko,
994; Dvorkin et al., 1995. The second category is inclusion-based
odels that typically are based on the result of Eshelby 1957 or
Mura 1982 for the response of a single ellipsoidal inclusion within
an infinite, homogeneous matrix from a homogeneous applied stress
at infinity Mavko and Nur, 1975; O’Connell and Budianski, 1977;
Hudson et al., 1996; Jakobsen et al., 2003b; Jakobsen and Hudson,
2003; Jakobsen, 2004; Chapman et al., 2002; Chapman, 2003. The
phenomenological approach that Biot 1956 pioneered might be at-
tractive when dealing only with global flow, but when squirt flow is
included which represents an example of a coupled process sensi-
tive to the details of the microstructure, the inclusion-based ap-
roach is more attractive.
All the theories listed above are based on certain simplifying as-
umptions that tend to restrict their range of validity, and some of
hem contain inconsistencies or errors. For example, the theories of
iot 1956, Mavko and Nur 1975, O’Connell and Budiansky
1977, Mavko and Jizba 1991, Dvorkin et al. 1995, Dvorkin and
ur 1993, and Chapman et al. 2002 are based on the assumption
f poroelastic isotropy, whereas the theories of Biot 1962, Muk-
rji and Mavko 1994, Hudson et al. 1996, Chapman 2003, Ja-
obsen et al. 2003b, Jakobsen and Hudson 2003, and Jakobsen
2004 allow for anisotropy microstructural alignments. The so-
alled BISQ Biot squirt model of Dvorkin and Nur 1993 is in-
onsistent with the relations of Gassmann 1951 between the dry
nd undrained elastic moduli. Also, the squirt-flow models of
avko and Jizba 1991 and Mukerji and Mavko 1994 focus only
n the high-frequency limit. Among the inclusion-based models re-
erred to above, the T-matrix approach of Jakobsen et al. 2003a,
003b or of Jakobsen and Hudson 2003 represents the most gen-
ral model because it allows for nondilute relatively large concen-
rations of nonintersecting cavities pores, cracks that are charac-
erized by many different shapes, orientations, and spatial distribu-
ions and that can communicate through the exchange of fluid mass
n a network of seismically transparent channels Hudson et al.,
996; Chapman, et al., 2002.
In other words, the T-matrix approach of Jakobsen et al. 2003a,
003b is a generalization of Hudson et al.’s 1996 model for com-
unicating nonidentical cracks because the T-matrix approach but
ot Hudson et al.’s crack model allows for a finite storage porosity
nd nondilute higher crack densities. In addition, expansion of the
-matrix approach to first order in the inclusion concentrations gives
he same result as Chapman’s 2003 special theory of squirt flow in
odels for fractured reservoirs involving spherical pores, randomly
riented microcracks, and fully aligned mesocracks, if global-flow
ffects are ignored and characteristic times for squirt flow at differ-
nt scales are modified as discussed by Agersborg et al. 2007. Ja-
obsen and Hudson’s 2003 4D T-matrix approach is more general
n principle than Jakobsen et al.’s 2003b 3D T-matrix approach be-
ause it takes into account inertial effects beyond the long-wave-
ength approximation scattering attenuation as well as attenuation
rom wave-induced fluid flow. However, the more-dynamic theory
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Acoustics of cracked porous media WA67f Jakobsen and Hudson 2003 so far has been evaluated only in the
ong-wavelength limit, where it produces the same results as the the-
ry of Jakobsen et al. 2003b.
nconsistent models of identical and nonidentical
avities
Jakobsen et al. 2003b and Jakobsen and Hudson 2003 fol-
owed Hudson et al. 1996 in using an ansatz for the mass flow out
f each cavity set, which originally was believed to be consistent
ith fluid-mass conservation. However, that Hudson et al.’s 1996
heories for a single set and multiple sets of nonidentical communi-
ating cracks are not consistent with each other as pointed out by
od 2001 and Chapman et al. 2002 suggests that the theories of
udson et al. 1996 and Jakobsen et al. 2003b are not consistent
ith the principle of fluid-mass conservation. Because the models of
dentical and nonidentical cracks developed by Hudson et al. 1996
re not consistent with each other, it is clear that at least one of these
odels must be wrong. For a single set of cracks, all cracks by defi-
ition will have the same shape and orientation, so that there cannot
e squirt flow because of a lack of local pressure gradients. Never-
heless, the theory for multiple sets of cracks but not the theory for a
ingle set predicts that the velocity dispersion depends on the char-
cteristic time for squirt flow Tod, 2001, p. 253.
The single-set and multiple-set theories both predict that in a
odel involving only a single set of fully aligned cracks, at very low
requencies the cracks will behave as though they are isolated with
espect to wave-induced fluid flow. However the single-set theory
redicts that at high frequencies, the cracks will behave as though
hey are dry, whereas the multiple-set theory predicts that at high fre-
uencies, they will behave as though they are isolated. Unlike Tod
2001, we do not think it strange that in a model involving a single
et of cracks, at very low frequencies, the cracks behave as though
hey are isolated.After all, the wave-induced pressure changes in the
uid inside the cracks will be the same for all cracks if they have the
ame shape and orientation, suggesting that this behavior is consis-
ent with the anisotropic Gassmann relations of Brown and Kor-
inga 1975.
The dry behavior at high frequencies of the cracks in the theory for
single set of communicating cracks is more difficult to understand,
ut Hudson et al. 1996 and Tod 2001 provided a plausible expla-
ation for this negative velocity dispersion see also Chakraborty,
008. Because the cracks are identical same orientation and aspect
atio, the pressure gradient that drives fluid flow from one crack to
nother varies on the scale of a wavelength, inversely proportionally
o the frequency . On the other hand, the diffusion length defined
y Hudson et al., 1996 varies as1/2. Thus, the diffusion becomes
ore effective as the frequency tends toward infinity, with the oppo-
ite effect as→0.
Tod 2001 found that the cracks within a system of nearly aligned
racks behave in a manner consistent with the Brown-Korringa rela-
ion at low frequencies, and as though they are isolated with respect
o wave-induced fluid flow at high frequencies. This implies that the
ffective properties predicted by the theories of Hudson et al. 1996
nd Tod 2001 will change in a highly discontinuous manner when
oing from an identical system to a nearly identical system of com-
unicating cracks through a small perturbation in the parameters of
he cracks.
Below, we hope to clarify all these issues addressed by Tod 2001
nd to present a more general model of cracked porous media basedn the T-matrix approach discussed above. Tod’s papers in general
nd Tod 2001 in particular are very well written and contain many
nteresting technical details. However, in our opinion, Tod 2001 is
lightly confusing because it gives the wrong impression that Hud-
on et al.’s 1996 theory of identical cracks is wrong and that their
heory of nonidentical cracks is correct.
utline
The outline of this paper is as follows. Next, in the “Effective stiff-
esses and fluid-pressure polarizations” section, we will discuss
ow to estimate the effective stiffness tensor of a cracked porous me-
ium in terms of the so-called fluid-pressure-polarization tensors
which determine the wave-induced fluid pressure within each set of
avities for the different sets of cavities pores and cracks. In the
Fluid-mass conservation and wave-induced effects” section, we
resent the evolutionary law for the total fluid-mass concentration
ithin the RVE, and we discuss the difference between stressed and
nstressed porosity for the different sets of cavities. That section
ontains only well known results, but the formulas are required to
ake the paper readable and the topic of fluid-mass conservation is
ighly central in this study.
The “Modified coupling between global flow and squirt flow”
ection contains new formulas and is the main contribution of this
aper. First, we argue that the ansatz used by Hudson et al. 1996,
od 2001, and Jakobsen et al. 2003b for the mass flow out of a
articular cavity set is inconsistent with the evolutionary law for the
otal fluid-mass concentration discussed earlier. Then, we show how
o modify that ansatz to eliminate the inconsistency.
In the “Modified fluid-pressure-polarization tensors” section, we
ssentially repeat Jakobsen et al.’s 2003b calculation, but use a
ore correct ansatz for the coupling between the global-flow and
quirt-flow processes that is consistent with the principle of fluid-
ass conservation. When the fluid-pressure-polarization tensors are
nown, so are the so-called t-matrices and the effective frequency-
ependent and complex-valued stiffness tensors.
In the “The special case of a single set of cavities” section, we
how that the new unified theory of global flow and squirt flow in
racked porous media that is developed in this paper is consistent
ith the special theory of global flow in models involving only a sin-
le set of cavities developed in Appendix A. In contrast to the rela-
ionship between the theories for identical and nonidentical cracks
eveloped by Hudson et al. 1996, Pointer et al. 2000, and Tod
2001. In the “Numerical results and discussion” section, we illus-
rate many of the problems referred to above and discuss the effects
f microstructure on the relative importance of global flow and
quirt flow in cracked porous media.
EFFECTIVE STIFFNESSES AND
FLUID-PRESSURE POLARIZATIONS
We consider a solid that contains a population of cavities having a
istribution of shapes and orientations. The population of cavities is
ivided into families of inclusions having the same shape and orien-
ation, t-matrix tn defined below, and unstressed porosity n,
abeled by n 1, . . . ,N. The effective stiffness tensor C is given by
Jakobsen et al., 2003a; Jakobsen and Hudson, 2003
C* C0 C1:I4 C11:C21, 1
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WA68 Jakobsen and ChapmanC1 
r1
N
rtr, 2
nd
C2 
r1
N

s1
N
rtr:Gdrs:tss, 3
here : denotes the double scalar product Auld, 1990. Here, C0 is
he stiffness tensor for a homogeneous reference medium that can be
elected arbitrarily but here is taken to be the stiffness tensor of the
olid-matrix material; I4 is the symmetrical identity for fourth-rank
ensors; and Gdrs is given by the strain Green’s function for a mate-
ial with properties given by C0 integrated over a characteristic el-
ipsoid having the same aspect ratio as psrx x, which in turn
ives the probability density for finding an inclusion of type s at
oint x, given that there is an inclusion of type r at point x. Ponte
astaneda and Willis 1995 illustrated the fact that the aspect ra-
ios of the correlation functions can be selected independently of
he aspect ratios that describe the cavities’ellipsoidal shapes.
The t-matrix3 for a dry cavity of type n is given by
td
nC0:I4Gn:C01, 4
here Gn is a fourth-rank tensor dependent only on C0 and the
hape and orientation of the nth inclusion type that can be calculated
y using the formulas given inAppendix B for the special case of ful-
y aligned spheroids. The t-matrix for a single cavity of type n that is
ully saturated with a homogeneous fluid is given by Jakobsen et al.,
003b
tn td
n td
n:S0:I2  n:C0, 5
here S0 C01 is the compliance tensor of the homogeneous
eference medium; I2 is the identity for second-rank tensors;  de-
otes the dyadic tensor product Jakobsen et al., 2003b; andn is a
econd-rank tensor that relates the fluid pressure pfn in the nth cavity
et to the applied stress 0 by pfn n:0. After modifying the
uid-dynamic considerations of Jakobsen et al. 2003b, we will
valuate the fluid-pressure-polarization tensor n for the case of a
ommunicating cavity, i.e., a single cavity that is fully saturated with
homogeneous fluid but that can exchange fluid mass with other
avities because of global and/or local pressure gradients associated
ith passage of a long viscoelastic wave Figure 1.
3Following Jakobsen et al. 2003a, 2003b, we try to be consistent in the sp
owercase t is associated with inclusion properties.
I I
igure 2. Stress decomposition by linear superposition of small de-
ormations.FLUID-MASS CONSERVATION AND WAVE-
INDUCED EFFECTS
To evaluate the fluid-pressure-polarization tensor n in the case
f a communicating cavity, we will follow Jakobsen et al. 2003b in
sing a combination of fluid-dynamic and micromechanical consid-
rations, but will ensure that the total fluid-mass concentration mf
ithin a representative volume element of the cracked porous medi-
m is conserved. If˜ n and  fn are the stressed porosity and densi-
y, respectively, of the nth cavity set, mf is given by
mf  
r1
N
mf
r
, 6
here
mf
n ˜ n f
n 7
s the mass of the fluid inside the cavities of type n within the RVE.
ollowing Hudson et al. 1996 and Jakobsen et al. 2003b, we ob-
ain a differential equation for the time evolution of the total fluid-
ass concentration mf by combining the continuity equation for
uid-mass conservation with Darcy’s law for wave-induced fluid
ow at the scale of the wavelength:
mf
 t
  ·   f
 f
 ·  pf , 8
here pf is the average fluid pressure within the RVE,  f is the av-
rage fluid-mass density, f is the fluid viscosity, and is the aniso-
ropic effective-permeability tensor of the cracked porous medium
Jakobsen, 2007. The pressure and density of the fluid inside the nth
avity set are related by Hudson et al., 1996; Jakobsen et al.,
003b:
0
 f
n  1
pf
n
 f
, 9
here 0 is the density of the unstressed fluid and  f is the fluid bulk
odulus. A similar relation holds between average fluid pressure pf
nd density  f.
If a quasistatic wave-induced stress field is imposed on a repre-
entative volume element of a cracked porous medium, the fluid
ressure of the nth cavity set will change because of both fluid flow
nd porosity change. By using the linear small-deformation super-
osition principle illustrated in Figure 2, Jakobsen et al. 2003a de-
ived the following first-order expression for the wave-induced
hange in porosity:
˜ n n
n
 I2:Kd
n:0 I2pf
n I2:S0:I2pfn,
10
here
Kd
n I4Gn:C01:S0 11
s a fourth-rank tensor that gives us the strain in dry cavities of type n
f multiplied by the applied stress from the right.
t-matrix and T-matrix. Uppercase T is associated with overall properties and
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Acoustics of cracked porous media WA69MODIFIED COUPLING BETWEEN GLOBAL
FLOW AND SQUIRT FLOW
In their study of the general case with nondilute concentrations of
ommunicating ellipsoidal cavities having any orientation and as-
ect ratios, Jakobsen et al. 2003b assumed that the mass flow out
f the nth cavity set was given by
mf
n
 t

0
n
 f
pf
n pf, n 1, . . . ,N , 12
here  is a relaxation parameter of local pressure relaxation or
quirt flow Jakobsen et al., 2003b; Agersborg et al., 2007. The an-
atz 12 is similar to the ansatz used by Hudson et al. 1996 in their
tudies of the special case with dilute concentrations of cracks hav-
ng any orientation but a very small aspect ratio no storage porosi-
y. Also, Tod 2001 used a similar ansatz in his attempt to clarify
ome of the issues discussed in this paper that are related to the Hud-
on et al. 1996 models for fully aligned and nonaligned cracks be-
ng inconsistent with each other. Hereafter, we refer to equation 12 as
old ansatz 12.”
The coupling between the processes of global flow and squirt flow
mplied by old ansatz 12 is inconsistent with the principle of fluid-
ass conservation. Consider the simple case of a model structure in-
olving a single set of cavities. Because this special case corre-
ponds with N 1, the mean pressure pf now equals pressure pf1 in
he fluid inside the only set of cavities, so that the mass flow out of the
avities always is zero according to old ansatz 12. Because  f11
lso equals the total fluid mass mf defined in equation 6, old ansatz
2 implies that the change in the total fluid-mass concentration is
ero, whereas evolution law equation 8 predicts that pressure gradi-
nts at the scale of the wavelength should lead to a nonzero change in
he total fluid-mass concentration. In other words, old ansatz 12 is
ot consistent with evolution law equation 8.
Old ansatz 12 predicts that there will be no global flow in models
nvolving a single set of fully aligned cracks with no local pressure
radients and consequently no squirt flow. This means that wave-
nduced fluid flow is not possible at any scale in models involving
nly a single cavity set according to old ansatz 12. Clearly, this be-
avior is in contrast with common sense, as well as with Hudson et
l.’s 1996 special theories of global flow in models involving fully
ligned cracks and with the models developed inAppendix A that in-
olve fully aligned ellipsoidal cavities.
Old ansatz 12 implies that
 mˆm
 t

 mˆn
 t

0
 f
pf
m pf
n , 13
here the normalized mass densities mˆr are defined by
mˆr mf
r/r, r 1, . . . ,N 14
nd N still is arbitrary. Equation 13 describes the exchange of fluid
ass between two cavities within a representative volume element
f the cracked porous medium, much like in the Chapman et al.
2002 network model. Hereafter, we therefore refer to equation 13
s the “network-ansatz.” Note that network ansatz 13 does not imply
hat old ansatz 12 is true. In other words, old ansatz 12 contains an er-
or related to global flow that disappears when old ansatz 12 is used
o study the exchange of fluid mass between two cavity types within
representative volume element.To transform network ansatz 13 into an equivalent form a “new”
nsatz that also involves the average fluid pressure pf, we first write
t more explicitly as
 mˆ1
 t

 mˆ1
 t

0
 f
pf
1 pf
1 ,
 mˆ1
 t

 mˆN
 t

0
 f
pf
1 pf
N . 15
n the above array of N different equations, we multiply the equation
abeled with r 1, . . . ,N byr, sum the N different resultant equa-
ions, and use the definition of the total fluid mass mf in equation 6.
his gives
mf
1
 t

1

mf
 t

00
1
 f
pf
1 pf , 16
here we have related the total porosity  to the average fluid pres-
ure pf by
pf  
r1
N
rpf
r
, 17
uggesting that the artificial weight functions discussed in Tod’s
2001 Appendix A no longer are needed. Because the labeling of
ifferent cavities is arbitrary, it must be generally true that
mf
n
 t

n

mf
 t

00
n
 f
pf
n pf, n 1, . . . ,N .
18
he fluid-mass flow out of the nth cavity set now is corrected for the
raction of the change in the total fluid-mass concentration for which
t is responsible through the second term on the left side of equation
8. Therefore, we believe that “new ansatz” 18 makes more physi-
al sense than old ansatz 12.
To verify this, we again consider the special case of a single cavity.
ecause N 1 for this special case, we now get zero on the left and
ight sides according to new ansatz 18, suggesting that new ansatz
8 unlike old ansatz 12 does not prohibit global flow in models in
hich there is no squirt flow because of lack of local pressure gradi-
nts. Physically, because the two terms on the left side are equal
when N 1, the decrease per unit time in the fluid mass inside the
rst and only set of cavities within the RVE Figure 1 equals the to-
al fluid mass that flows out of the RVE per unit time. In other words,
here is global flow but no squirt flow in the new model only when
 1. Below we explore the effects that the modifications we made
o old ansatz 12 have on the polarization tensors and the correspond-
ng t-matrices, stiffnesses, and anelastic wave-characteristics of
odels involving single and multiple sets of communicating cavi-
ies at finite concentration.
MODIFIED FLUID-PRESSURE-POLARIZATION
TENSORS
Following Jakobsen et al. 2003b, we now introduce a second-
ank tensor  that relates the applied stress 0 to the average fluid
ressure pf using pf  :0. By working toward first order in the
mall quantities pn/ and ˜ n n/n and by assuming thatf f
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WA70 Jakobsen and Chapmanhe propagating-plane harmonic wave has angular frequency  and
ave vector k see equation B-11, we get
n
1   i fI2:Kd
n
1 i	 n
19
nd
	 n 1  fI2:Kn S0:I2, 20
here

 f
 f

 ijkikj 21
s a new term related to the coupling introduced in equation 18 be-
ween the processes of global flow and squirt flow.
To find the tensor for substitution into equation 19, we first de-
ive an expression for mf combining equations 9 and 10. The result-
nt expression for mf is inserted into a Fourier representation of the
volution law, equation 8. It follows that

r1
N
rI2:Kd
r
1 i	 r
, 22
here
  f
r1
N
r	 r
1 i	 r
1 
i f
 ijkikj
 f
	1.
23
t follows from equations 19, 22, and 23 that
n
˜ r
rI2:Kd
r
1 i	 r
 i fI2:Kd
n
1 i	 n
, 24
here
˜ 1   f
r1
N
r	 r
1 i	 r

i f
 ijkikj
 f1 
	1. 25
nly if 1 does the expression for the cavity-fluid-pressure-po-
arization tensor represented by formulas 24 and 25 degenerate to the
ne derived by Jakobsen et al. 2003b in connection with their gen-
ralization of the theory for interconnected nonaligned cracks devel-
ped by Hudson et al. 1996 and Tod 2001. Inserting formula 24
orn into expression 5 for the t-matrix of a communicating cavity
ields the same expressions as in Jakobsen et al. 2003b, but with a
odified term, denoted by˜ .
THE SPECIAL CASE OF A
SINGLE SET OF CAVITIES
In the special case of a single set of cavities, when N 1, the av-
rage pressure pf is equal to pressure pf1 in the fluid inside the first
nd only cavity set, so thatnnN1 N1  s. 26
quation 26 follows directly from the definition of average fluid
ressure pf in equation 17, but we also have verified this by using
quations 22–25.
From the definition of in equation 22, we get
ss
1I2:Kd
1
1 i	 1
, 27
here
s  f 1	 11 i	 1 1  i f
 ijkikj f 	 . 28
y using the definition of in equation 21, we can rewrite equations
7 and 28 exactly as
s  f1	 1 ikikj
 ij f f 
1
1I2:Kd
1
. 29
his equation is identical to equation A-14 in Appendix A, which
as obtained using a procedure that ignores squirt flow. In other
ords, the unified theory of global flow and squirt flow developed in
his paper for models involving an arbitrary number of cavity sets
s consistent with the special theory of global flow derived inAppen-
ix A for models involving a only single set of cavities.
This is in contrast to the relationship between the theories of iden-
ical nonidentical cracks developed by Hudson et al. 1996, Pointer
t al. 2000, and Tod 2001. In the case of a single set of cavities
characterized by the same shape and orientation, all cracks will
ave the same wave-induced change in fluid pressure, so that there
re no local pressure gradients and consequently there is no squirt
ow. Therefore, it is not surprising that the expression for pf in equa-
ion 29 does not contain the characteristic time  for squirt flow. If
he original version of the T-matrix approach developed by Jakobsen
t al. 2003b, which is a generalization of Hudson et al.’s 1996 the-
ry for nonaligned communicating cracks, is applied to the special
ase when N 1, the  parameter will not disappear from the result-
nt equation for pf; therefore, for many reasons we believe that the
odifications we have made to the coupling between the processes
f global flow and squirt flow that is caused by fluid-mass conserva-
ion make good physical sense.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The next step is to perform numerical experiments to investigate
he effects of microstructure on the relative importance of global
ow and squirt flow in idealized models for cracked porous media.
ut first we need to discuss how to obtain real-valued phase veloci-
ies and attenuation spectra from the frequency-dependent and com-
lex-valued effective stiffness tensor C. In general, C depends on
ave vector k and angular frequency; however, following Hudson
t al. 1996, Pointer et al. 2000, Tod 2001, Jakobsen et al.
2003b, and Jakobsen and Hudson 2003, we eliminate the depen-
ency of C on the effectivewave vector k by using the approxima-
ion k
 /V0, where V0 is the speed of the wave mode under con-
ideration in the solid matrix and k is the length of k. We then calcu-
ate the frequency-dependent and complex-valued phase velocity V
n the direction kˆ  k/k of wave propagation by inserting C into the
ell known Christoffel equation Auld, 1990, which can be solved
y using the eigenvectors/eigenvalues method Jakobsen et al.,
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Acoustics of cracked porous media WA71003b; Carcione, 2007. Real-valued phase velocities and attenua-
ion inverse-quality factors then can be obtained from
Vp Re 1V	1kˆ 30
nd
Q ReV
2
ImV2
, 31
s discussed by Carcione 2007.
Figure 3 shows the velocity and the attenuation spectra we esti-
ated for the special case of a solid that contains a single set of fully
ligned, low-aspect-ratio, spheroidal cracks. The solid curves and
he dashed and dotted curves represent the predictions of the new
nd old versions of the T-matrix approach, respectively. The new
heory predicts that the velocity dispersion will always be nonposi-
ive, like in Hudson et al.’s 1996model of identical communicating
racks. The velocity and the attenuation spectra of the old theory but
ot of the new one depend on the characteristic time for squirt flow
. Because local pressure gradients do not exist in this model, depen-
ency on  in the old version of the T-matrix approach does not
ake good physical sense. Interestingly, the old and new theories
redict a negative velocity dispersion.
The main difference between the old and new theories is in the be-
avior in the limit of very high frequencies. The old theory predicts
hat in this model, at high frequencies cracks will behave as though
hey are isolated with respect to fluid flow, whereas the new theory
redicts that when the frequency approaches infinity, they will be-
a)
b)
igure 3. The case of fully aligned cracks revisited: Comparison of
ew solid curve and old dashed and dotted curves T-matrix esti-
ates of the velocity and attenuation spectra of a plane wave propa-
ating normal to the cracks in a model with a single set of identical
spheroidal cracks that are characterized by a 0.005 aspect ratio and
0.01 crack density. The cracked medium was assumed to be fully
aturated with a single fluid water, and the permeability was 1
arcy 9.8682331013 m2. The solid and dashed curves corre-
pond to   105 s and the dotted curves correspond to 
106 s. The solid matrix was characterized by the bulk modulus
 37 MPa, the shear modulus  44 MPa, and the density 
2500 kg/m3. The red and upper blue horizontal lines/curves in a
orrespond to cracks that are fully drained dry and completely iso-
ated with respect to wave-induced fluid flow, respectively.ave as though they are completely drained dry.As discussed in the
Introduction,” the new theory’s prediction of dry behavior at very
igh frequencies is consistent with Hudson et al.’s 1996 theory for
ully aligned communicating cracks, and it makes good physical
ense.
At the same time, we note that a negative velocity dispersion is not
ommonly observed, although Chakraborty 2008 was motivated
y observations of negative velocity dispersion in nongeologic me-
ia. As we show below, the reason for this could be that local pres-
ure gradients and therefore squirt-flow effects are always present to
ome degree in real rocks Klimentos and McCann, 1988 because
eal rocks always contain more than one set of cavities.Another pos-
ibility is that the global-flow part of the present theory is incom-
lete, or that the predictions will change if we include the nonlocal
ffects associated with the effective stiffness tensor being a function
f effective wave vector k as well as of angular frequency . An in-
estigation of this topic, in conjunction with a test of consistency
ith the Kramers-Kronig relations and nonnegative work criterion
rom the theory of viscoelastic waves Carcione, 2007 will be re-
orted in a subsequent paper.
Figure 4 is associated with two sets of cavities that are character-
zed by the same orientation but aspect ratios that might not be equal.
igure 4a and b compares results obtained by using identical aspect
atios solid curves and nearly identical aspect ratios dashed
urves for the two sets of cavities. Figure 4c and d represents results
btained by using very different aspect ratios a mixture of spherical
ores and aligned cracks. As expected, we see that the introduction
f local pressure gradients by perturbation in the aspect ratios leads
o squirt flow in addition to global flow. Clearly, small perturbations
n the aspect ratios lead to small changes in velocity and the attenua-
ion spectra. A comparison of Figure 4a and b with Figure 4c and d
uggests that the effect of introducing larger and larger aspect-ratio
) c)
) d)
igure 4. The effects of cavity aspect ratio: a comparison of new
-matrix estimates of the velocity and attenuation spectra of a plane
ave propagating normal to the cavities in a model with two sets of
avities that are characterized by the same orientation but aspect ra-
ios that might not be equal. Panels a and b show results obtained
y assuming identical aspect ratios  1  2 0.001; solid
urves and nearly identical aspect ratios  1 0.001,  2
0.002; dashed curves. Panels c and d show results obtained
y using very different aspect ratios for the two cavity sets:  1
0.001,  2 1. The properties of the solid matrix are the same
s in Figure 3, but the permeability and characteristic time for squirt
ow here were taken to be 500 mD and 105 s, respectively. The
rack density for sets 1 and 2 was 0.1 and 0.005, respectively.
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WA72 Jakobsen and Chapmanifferences is to move from a global-flow-dominated system to a
quirt-flow-dominated system.
Figure 5 illustrates more or less the same effects as Figure 4, but
or a constant aspect ratio of the cracks and varied crack orientations
We used the orientation-averaging method of Jakobsen et al.
2003b, summarized in Appendix C. Figure 5a and b compares re-
ults obtained for fully aligned cracks solid curves and nearly
ligned cracks dashed curves, whereas Figure 5c and d shows re-
ults obtained for randomly oriented cracks. The main point here is
hat a small perturbation in the orientation of the cracks leads to
quirt-flow in addition to global-flow effects, but these effects will
e small unless the perturbations are large.
It is interesting that the attenuation spectra for the model of ran-
omly oriented cracks Figure 5c and d have two attenuation peaks,
orresponding to squirt flow at relatively low frequencies and glo-
al flow at relatively high frequencies. Similar plots have been
ade for other values of the permeability and squirt-flow constants.
e have seen that increasing the permeability or fluid mobility
oves the attenuation peak associated with global flow to the left,
hereas decreasing the squirt-flow constant  and/or the 	 con-
tantsmoves the attenuation peak associated with squirt flow to the
ight. In other words, global flow and squirt flow might dominate
ithin a particular frequency range, depending on a range of con-
tants. We have found that as the crack system changes from fully
ligned to randomly oriented the standard deviation of the crack ori-
ntation-distribution function changes from zero to infinity, there is
4At the time of this writing, the theory of Hudson et al. 1996 had been c
cience.
d)
) c)
)
igure 5. The effects of crack orientation: a comparison of new
-matrix estimates of the velocity and attenuation spectra of a plane
ave propagating along the symmetry axis of a transversely isotro-
ic medium with a vertical symmetry axis along the x3-axis com-
osed of cracks that are characterized by the same aspect ratio 
0.005, but not necessarily by the same orientation. Following Ja-
obsen et al. 2003b, here we used a Gaussian orientation-distribu-
ion function, characterized by standard deviation  . Panels a and
b show results obtained by assuming fully aligned cracks   0
nd nearly aligned cracks    /16, respectively. Panels c and
d show results for the extreme case of randomly oriented cracks
  . The properties of the solid matrix and the characteristic
ime for squirt flow are the same as in Figure 3, but the permeability
as 1 darcy 9.8682331013 m2. The aspect ratio of the cracks
as 0.001.continuous change in the behavior of a cracked solid from com-
letely global-flow-dominated to more squirt-flow-dominated. The
esults in Figure 5 are in stark contrast to the relationship between
he fully aligned and partially aligned crack models discussed by
udson et al. 1996 and Tod 2001, but they make much more
hysical sense.
DISCUSSION
The associate editor suggested that even when all the cavities have
he same shape and orientation, squirt flow might occur because cav-
ty interaction effects stress propagation through the solid matrix
aterial could lead to local pressure gradients different deforma-
ions of different cavities. This is true, of course, but not relevant for
ur analysis because t-matrix for a communicating cavity is related
o the response of a single fully saturated cavity that by definition is
solated with respect to stress propagation through the solid matrix
ut can exchange fluid mass with other cavities because of local and/
r global pressure gradients associated with the passage of a long
coustic or viscoelastic wave.
The T-matrix approach we used to estimate the effective stiffness
alues consistent with Hudson et al.’s 1996 second-order correc-
ion and Eshelby’s 1957 noninteracting-cavity model includes the
ffects of cavity-cavity interaction through the use of two-point cor-
elation functions of ellipsoidal symmetry. However, all these cavi-
y-interaction effects are decomposed into products of pairs of t-ma-
rices and constant tensors given by suitable integrals of the modi-
ed strain Green tensor functions associated with the solid matrix
aterial. In other words, we include some of these cavity-interac-
ion effects in our calculations of the effective stiffness tensor, but
ot in our evaluation of the t-matrix for a single communicating cav-
ty.
Jakobsen 2004 developed an interacting inclusion model of
ave-induced fluid flow that could be combined with the cavity flu-
d-pressure-polarization results derived in this study to try to devel-
p a unified theory of global flow and squirt flow in cracked porous
edia that also includes the higher-order interaction effects de-
cribed by the associate editor. However, incorporating such inter-
cting effects which become extremely small in the case of dilute
avity concentrations when the first-order stiffness-based approxi-
ation is valid is far beyond the scope of the present study.
In any case, we now have stopped a serious error related to fluid-
ass conservation from propagating from Hudson et al. 1996
hrough Pointer et al. 2000, Tod 2001, and Jakobsen et al.
2003b and into the wider geophysical literature.4 Because the re-
ised and more correct unified theory of global flow and squirt flow
eveloped in this paper differs from the one developed by Jakobsen
t al. 2003b only by a term ensuring consistency with the principle
f fluid-mass conservation that goes to zero in the limit of zero fre-
uency, earlier demonstrations of consistency with the anisotropic
assmann relations of Brown and Korringa 1975 provided by Ja-
obsen et al. 2003b and Jakobsen 2004 remain valid. Our analy-
is and numerical results suggest that global flow is far more impor-
ant than we have previously believed and that numerical experi-
ents and attempts at analyzing experimental data e.g., Tod and
iu, 2002 that are based on the work of Hudson et al. 1996, Tod
2001, Jakobsen et al. 2003b, and Jakobsen and Hudson 2003
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Acoustics of cracked porous media WA73ight be partially incorrect. By partially, we mean that the correc-
ion term we have introduced in this paper becomes negligible when
he permeability or mobility is very small; which is the case for
any carbonate rocks Agersborg et al., 2008, but is in contrast to
he study of Tod and Liu 2002, which involved rocks with relative-
y high fluid mobilities.
If the unified model is applied to the special case of a model in-
olving a single set of cavities characterized by the same orientation
nd shape, the results become identical with those obtained by us-
ng a special theory of global flow developed inAppendix A, using a
ethod that ignores squirt flow. This is in contrast with the relation-
hip that exists between the theories of identical and nonidentical
racks that Hudson et al. 1996, Pointer et al. 2000, and Tod
2001 developed. However, we still are unsure that this paper will
e the last word in the discussion about the relative importance of
lobal flow and squirt flow which depends on the microstructure. It
s possible that the method we used to develop the special theory of
lobal flow in models involving a single set of cavities is incomplete
r is based on approximations that become less accurate at higher
requencies smaller wavelengths, larger global pressure gradients.
fter all, wave vector k entered the formula for the effective stiff-
ess tensor through a linearization of the evolution law for the total
uid-mass concentration mf, and the global pressure gradient was
aken to beik after a 4D Fourier transformation.
It also is possible that different numerical results would have been
btained had we not followed Hudson et al. 1996, Pointer et al.
2000, and Tod 2001 in ignoring nonlocal effects associated with
he dependence of effective stiffness tensor C on effective wave-
umber k as well as on angular frequency rather than on the ref-
rence unperturbed wave vector k0 associated with the solid ma-
rix. Note that Chakraborty 2008 during the time of this writing
redicted negative velocity dispersion by a nonlocal poroelastic the-
ry. Jakobsen currently is preparing a related paper that focuses on
hese nonlocal issues related to the slow P-wave of Biot, 1962. In
ny case, we believe that the present paper represents a step forward
ecause the unified theory of global flow and squirt flow in models
nvolving an arbitrary number of cavity sets is consistent with the
pecial theory of global flow in models involving only a single set of
avities.
CONCLUSIONS
We have discovered and removed an inconsistency or error relat-
d to the coupling between the processes of global flow and squirt
ow because of conservation of fluid mass in an existing expression
or the frequency-dependent and complex-valued effective stiffness
ensors of cracked porous media associated with the T-matrix ap-
roach to rock physics which includes but is more general than the
requently cited theory of communicating nonidentical cracks intro-
uced by Hudson et al. 1996.
Our analysis and results suggest that the relative importance of
lobal flow and squirt flow depends on the nature and content of the
ores and cracks including the total porosity, the fluid saturation,
nd the statistical distribution of shapes and orientations, as well as
n the fluid mobility and the characteristic time for squirt flow.
herefore, detailed modeling might often be required to analyze the
nisotropic velocity and the attenuation spectra of real media.
It appears that in principle, the velocity dispersion of cracked po-
ous media can be negative or positive. However, a negative velocity
ispersion always is associated with global flow, and squirt flowwhich tends to produce a positive velocity dispersion often domi-
ates over global flow unless all cavities are characterized by the
ame or nearly the same shape and orientation and/or the fluid mo-
ility is very high. This means that negative velocity dispersion
ight not be encountered often in practice because real rocks nor-
ally are characterized by a wide variety of different pore shapes
and their fluid mobility often is insufficiently high for global flow to
ominate over squirt flow. Nevertheless, one should be careful in
gnoring the process of global flow because this is coupled with the
rocess of squirt flow. In cases where squirt flow dominates over glo-
al flow, the velocity dispersion might be positive, but the numerical
alues of the predicted anisotropic velocity and the attenuation
pectra might be affected significantly by global flow depending on
he fluid mobility and microstructure.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIAL THEORY OF GLOBAL FLOW
This appendix is essentially a generalization of Hudson et al.’s
1996 special theory of global flow for the simple case of a solid that
ontains a dilute concentration of spheroidal communicating cracks
hat are characterized by the same low aspect ratio and orientation.
y generalization, we mean that our special theory of global flow
represented by a combination of the T-matrix approximations dis-
ussed in the “Effective stiffnesses and fluid-pressure polarization”
ection and the expression for the wave-induced change in fluid
ressure derived in this appendix is valid for nondilute concentra-
ions of ellipsoidal cavities that are characterized by arbitrary aspect
atios and orientations.
If a static stress field 0 is imposed on a representative volume
lement containing a large number of communicating cavities that
re characterized by the same shape and orientation, the pressure in
he fluid changes because of changes in both porosity and fluid flow.
n the absence of the fluid, the porosity changes according to
˜  

 I2:Kd:0, A-1
here
Kd I4G:S01:S0. A-2
f fluid is present, we may write
˜  

 I2:Kd:0 I2pf I2:S0:I2pf ,
A-3
here pf is the induced fluid pressure see Figure 2. Equation A-3 is
n application of the linear superposition principle used in Gueguen
nd Palciauskas 1994 and can be rewritten as
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	  1
 f
pf , A-4
here
	  1  fI2:Kd S0:I2. A-5
If the wavelengths are long relative to the scale size of the hetero-
eneities within the RVE, we may apply the static result to dynamic
ituations, corresponding to passage of an acoustic wave or a seismic
ave. However, the total fluid-mass concentration will change be-
ause of global flow, so that fluid pressure pf will depend on time or
requency after Fourier transformation. Below we use the above
ormulas and the evolution law for mf in equation 8 to find an expres-
ion for wave-induced fluid pressure in the frequency domain.
Total fluid-mass concentration mf is given by
mf   f˜ . A-6
rom the constitutive relation for the fluid:
0
 f
 1
pf
 f
A-7
nd equation A-4, we get
mf  01 pf
 f
 I2:Kd:0 	  1 f pf
A-8
r
mf  01 I2:Kd:0 	 pf
 f
 A-9
o first order in pf / f.
We now assume that we are dealing with a plane harmonic plane
ave, so that the wave-induced change in fluid pressure pf is given
y
pf  p0 exp it k · x , A-10
here p0 is the amplitude,  is the angular frequency, and k is the
ave wavenumber vector. From equations A-9 and A-10, it fol-
ows that
mf
 t
 i0I2:Kd:0 	 pf
 f
 . A-11
lso, the evolution law equation 8 implies that
mf
 t

i20
 f

 ijkikjpf A-12
o first order in pf / f. It follows from the above equations that
pf  s:0, A-13
here
s  f	  ikikj
 ij f f 
1
I2:Kd. A-14
y approximating the effective wavenumber k by its unperturbed
alue k0  /V, where V is the wave-speed in the uncracked solidatrix, it can be shown that pf→0 when→.Also, one can show
nalytically and numerically that the low-frequency limit corre-
ponds to cavities that are isolated with respect to wave-induced
global fluid flow, like in the Hudson et al. 1996 model of fully
ligned communicating cracks.
APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF THE G TENSOR
The tensor Gr is given by Jakobsen and Johansen, 2005
GrSr:S0, B-1
here Sr is the Eshelby tensor of the ellipsoid. The Eshelby tensor
enerally is given in terms of first and second elliptical integrals Ja-
obsen et al., 2003a; Jakobsen and Johansen, 2005. In the case an
sotropic matrix material containing spheroidal inclusions with
emiaxes a1r a2r ar and a3r br and whose symmetry axis is
ligned in the x3-direction, the elliptical integrals can be evaluated
nalytically Jakobsen et al., 2003a. If the matrix material is isotro-
ic then the components of Sijklr are given by Jakobsen and Jo-
ansen, 2005
S1111
r  S2222
r

3
81 
r
2
r
2 1

1
41 
 1 2 94r2 1	q ,
S3333
r 
1
21 1 2 3r2 1r2 1
 1 2 3r2
r
2 1	q ,
S1122
r  S2211
r

1
41  r22r2 1
 1 2 34r2 1	q ,
S1133
r  S2233
r

1
21   r2r2 1

1
2 3r2r2 1  1 2	q ,
S3311
r  S3322

1
21 2 1 1r2 1
 1 2 32r2 1	q ,
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r 
1
41  r22r2 1
 1 2 34r2 1	q ,
S1313
r  S2323
r

1
41 1 2 r2 1r2 1

1
21 2 3r2 1r2 1 	q , B-2
here  is the Poisson ratio of the matrix,r br/ar is the aspect ra-
io of the rth spheroid, and q is given by
q
r
1 r
23/2
cos1r r1 r
21/2 B-3
henr1.
From these results, we see that for spheres r 1, q 2/3,
Sijkl
r 
5 1
151 
 ij kl
4 5
151 
 ik jl  il jk .
B-4
f r refers to a typical flat compliant Hudson-crack characterized by
r→0, q→0, then the only nonvanishing components are
S3333
r  1,
S3311
r  S3322
r 

1 
,
S1313
r  S2323
r 
1
2
. B-5
APPENDIX C
ORIENTATION AVERAGING
Following Jakobsen et al. 2003b, to perform orientation aver-
ging, we assume a continuous spectrum of cavity orientations but a
iscrete spectrum of cavity aspect ratios or shape factors. We again
ivide the population of cavities into new sets of cavities, each set la-
eled by j 1, . . . ,J and characterized by a common aspect ratio
j
, porosity vj, and orientation distribution function ODF Oj
. For any tensorial quantity Ar that depends on the orienta-
ion/shape index r, we may let

r1
N
rAr→ 
j1
J
vjA¯ j, C-1
here
A¯ j dOAj, . C-2ere, A¯ j represents the orientation average of A j, and 
ymbolizes the three Euler angles that determine the orientation of
he cavity relative to the crystallographic axes of the material with
roperties given by C0. For a discussion about normalization issues
nd correlation functions and for details about implementing the
bove formulas for the general case with arbitrary ODFs and the spe-
ial case of transversely isotropic ODFs, see Jakobsen et al. 2003b.
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